Small Full Colour Scoreboards

Our Small Full Colour LED Scoreboards
combine an electronic scoreboard with a
dynamic advertising screen.
X Scores and Time, combined with Adverts, Team List and Players
and Sponsors

X Live TV can be streamed to the Screen
X Slow Motion Replay and Recording available as an option
X Suitable for Indoor and Outdoor Use
X Various mounting options are available, posts, frame or wall
X Easily readable throughout the ground / stadium

Tel: 01264 303030
email: sales@LEDsynergy.co.uk

www.LEDsynergy.co.uk

Small Full Colour Scoreboards
Features and Benefits
More than just a ‘Scoreboard’, not only will your screen show Teams, Scores and Times during a match but a
multitude of information for your supporters such as Players images, Sponsors, Adverts, Videos, General Information
and Competitions.
During a match or game you can show the scores and times along with goals / trys / points scored, but in addition you
can intersperse with adverts for sponsors. Before the match you can show the names and photos of the teams playing
along with any video adverts for paying sponsors. During half time you can show information on raffles, general Club
information and again sponsor adverts.
Full Colour LEDs

Our Scoreboards have full colour SMD LEDs
giving high quality and high colour images.

Multi Use & Multi Sport

Scores, Information, Advertising, Videos, Training,
can be used for multiple sports.

Outdoor & Indoor

A range of outdoor LED scoreboards and Indoor
Scoreboards.

Wireless Technology

Our scoreboards are integrated with the latest
wireless conectivity.

Software

We have our own software packages to operate
our scoreboards, developed in UK.

Remote Operation

Software can also be operated from your mobile
device as well as PC.

Weatherproof

Our outdoor scoreboards are fully weatherproofed
to IP65-IP68.

Standards

Our scoreboards are impact resistant and are CE
and EMC marked.

Return on Investment

The screen also acts as an advertising board for
sponsors giving you an income stream.

Training Sessions

Display performance videos and coaching
instructions during player training sessions.

Power

Front access scoreboards have the lowest power
requirement of other displays.
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Small Full Colour Scoreboards
Small Outdoor Full Colour Scoreboards

For smaller Clubs without the vast budget of the larger
Clubs, we regularly install small LED scoreboards. You
still have all the capability of the larger screens, with
Multi Sport options, scores, times, adverts, videos and
Club information. We can discuss with you your preferred
layout for the scoreboard and design accordingly.
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Small Full Colour Scoreboards
Your Bespoke Scoreboard
Most Popular Sizes of Scoreboards
We have a vast range of LED screens and scoreboards to suit. Shown below are a small selection of some of our
most popular sizes, of course many other sizes and LED pitch are available. Please call us if you requirement is for a
different size.
Most of our scoreboards comprise of 960x960mm cabinets in various layouts, as below, with an LED pitch of 6.67mm
(The distance between LEDs).

Popular Scoreboard Sizes

- Each Cabinet - 960 x 960mm - P6.67mm - 144 x 144 pixels

Shown here are some examples of scoreboard layouts and colours, with team anmes, crests, scores and timer.
You can set out your scoreboard however you wish, if you’d like us to do a mock up of your particular design, then
give us a call and we will be happy to.

Home Team 2
Away Team 2

48

2880mm x 960mm

3840mm x 960mm

4800mm x 960mm

(3 x 1 cabinets)

(4 x 1 cabinets)

(5 x 1 cabinets)

P6.67 - 432 x 144 pixels

P6.67 - 576 x 144 pixels

P6.67 - 720 x 144 pixels

2880mm x 1920mm

3840mm x 1920mm

4800mm x 1920mm

(3 x 2 cabinets)

(4 x 2 cabinets)

(5 x 2 cabinets)

P6.67 - 432 x 288 pixels

P6.67 - 576 x 288 pixels

P6.67 - 720 x 288 pixels

Home Team
Visitors

47:21

3
2

3840mm x 2880mm

4800mm x 2880mm

(4 x 3 cabinets)

(5 x 3 cabinets)

P6.67 - 576 x 432
pixels

P6.67 - 720 x 432
pixels

LED Scoreboard includes Delivery (UK Mainland), Wi-Fi Control, Software and 3 Yr Warranty
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Small Full Colour Scoreboards
Total Flexibilty
Change the
BACKGROUND

Any Size, Any Layout,
Any Colour
Whatever your requirement we have
the size of scoreboard to suit your
stadium and whats more everything
is changeable to suit your club, the
background, colours, fonts, logos &
the score layout.
Whilst you’re in a match you can
also swap between scoreboard
view, video view or a mix of both.
And of course, you can run adverts
or information at any time before,
during or after the match.

Change the
LOGO

Change the
COLOURS
Scoreboard Running

Swap to Video Running

Everything is
Interchangeable

Control from your mobile device or laptop

Scoreboards for Any Sport
LEDsynergy’s LED scoreboards can be used for any sport.
The layout of the scoreboard can be changed to suit whatever
your sport is.
If you have a stadium that is used by multiple teams playing
different sports, then we can set up your screen with different
scoreboards to suit the sports in question, giving your facility
the flexibilty for all clubs within your venue.
Football
Layout

Rugby Layout

Cricket Layout

Netball Layout
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Small Full Colour Scoreboards
Getting It Right !
Often Copied - Never Bettered !
LEDsyergy have been making LED Scoreboards for nearly 40 years and we
are very proud of the product that we offer our customers and here’s why.
z

LEDsynergy Video Scoreboard software is designed and developed in
the UK by our own software developers. It is extremely versatile and has
options for all sports.

z

All our LED scoreboards are designed and built in the UK with high quality
components.

z

Our Scoreboards can be operated via Wi-Fi, PC controller, Tablet and
Mobile Phone.

z

We are an established Electronics Company with nearly 40 years trading.

z

We have the BEST resolution as standard - crisper and more detailed.

z

Friendly advice, to ensure you get the best product for YOU and at the
best price.

z

Finance available, please ask for details.

z

Installation available, call us for a quote.

z

With LEDsynergy there is no waffle or complicated explaination, we like to
keep things as simple as they can be.

BRITISH DESIGN & MANUFACTURE

Multi Sports
Our Full Colour Scoreboards are extremely versatile in the way that they can
be used. If your Stadium is currently used by a number a different sporting
clubs then we can set up the software on the LED scoreboard so that it can be
utilised by all of the Clubs, utilising our unique Apps.
Shown here in the images below and right you can see examples of a screen
which has a resolution of 576 x 384 pixels, shown in various layouts and
various sports. You can see that the quality of the image is very clear and will
give the supporter a very good view from around the stadium.
The layout and colours can be changed to suit the Club, for example the
Football layout could be as the example shown on the right or alternatively
as the rugby layout below and vice versa. You can easily switch between
scoreboard view and video view or even combine the two. Adverts or
information can be shown at any time too.

576x384 pixels - Rugby format

576x384 pixels - Football live format

576x384 pixels - Football format

576x384 pixels - Cricket format
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Software for Scoreboards
LEDsynergy HTML Video Scoreboard Software
We have developed our own software to control our full colour video scoreboards which is a preferred options for
many Clubs. It is very easy to use, before your LED scoreboard is installed we will set up all the technical elements of
your software onto your PC controller, having already liaised with you to confirm layouts.
As you can see from the images, you have a ‘Dashboard’ on your controller screen to set up ‘Teams’, ‘Players’,
‘Images’, ‘Adverts’, ‘Videos’ and any information that you want on the scoreboard, this can be done before the match.
During the match all these elements, as well as ‘Goals’, ‘Scorer’ and ‘Match Start/Stop’ are activated by simply clicking
a button on the dashboard or by using a mobile phone or tablet device.
We can set up your software in a format that suits your sport, with text, images, colours and backgrounds to wow the
crowds or just simply text on a plain background.
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about us
As an established leader in the UK for electronic message display signs and with 40 years experience in the
business of supplying programmable LED signs and LED displays, you can be sure that we’ll give you the
right advice and excellent service, these are the values that we hold dear.
We are a British company and we pride ourselves in our commitment to our customers, product performance
and our quality of service. In the past 40 years or more we have installed in the region of nearly 20,000 LED
screens and displays to a broad spectrum of clients. As a LED display LED screen manufacturer we are
able to offer a complete bespoke service from concept to commissioning offering you the most cost effective
solution to your needs.
If you’d like to talk to us about how we can help you just call us. There’s no obligation and we don’t charge
for quotations. We can work together to be sure that the LED display we offer you is absolutely the correct
solution for your requirements.
For demonstrations and to view our extensive range of LED displays please contact us to arrange a visit to
our showroom at our base in Andover, Hampshire. Just call us on 01264 303030.

accreditations
LED Synergy Electronic Displays have 40 years experience in the manufacture and supply of electronic
displays to many companies and individuals worldwide. We have a wealth of experience and expertise and
have been accredited with the following certifications:

ISO9001

SAFE
CONTRACTOR

WASTE
ELECTRICAL and
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

EUROPEAN
CONFORMITY

UNDERWRITERS
LABORATORIES

RESTRICTION
of HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCES

WE ARE ALSO AN APPROVED
HIGHWAYS AGENCY CONTRACTOR

•
•
•
•

Simple to operate products with bespoke software
Value for money & satisfaction guaranteed
Superb British manufactured products
Excellent support & customer service

“I am over the moon!” Quartermaster
- Army Land Forces HQ
“Well done, system all up and running for D-day,
and very positive comments from all the staff.”
Richard Aschough (Treasury) - Bank of England

“I’ve dealt with a lot of LED companies and I wouldn’t ever now
consider moving from LEDsynergy” Paul Holland - WAE Group
“Our new electronic displays really help, before the displays, the visitors made their way to
the nearest ride or the most popular. This created large queues on some, but no waiting on
other rides, but with the introduction on the boards visitors are better informed, making a more
enjoyable day for all” Chris Burton - Park Manager - Legoland

LEDsynergy

Tel: 01264 303030

info@LEDsynergy.co.uk

